MENKE INSPECTION STAMPS

THE ACCEPTED STANDARD IN QUALITY CONTROL
Menke Marking has been manufacturing Inspection Stamps for over 50 years. Our stamps are specified and used by
quality assurance professionals worldwide. All our stamps, whether traditional Pak-It, Self-Inking, Pre-Inked or steel,
are manufactured to ensure consistent quality and long life. See what a difference dealing direct with a stamp manufacturer makes the next time you need inspection stamps. We guarantee your satisfaction.

PAK-IT TRADITIONAL INSPECTION STAMPS
PAK-ITTM QUALITY FEATURES

TWO REASONS WHY PAK-ITTM IS BETTER

1
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They’re made using a more costly engraving process. Computerized engraving machines produce
a deep, clear-cut design You get a razor-sharp
impression, even with the smallest, most intricate
design.

They’re made from a solid “plug” molded in durable neoprene rubber. Others may use a thin
glued-on die. Our plug will stand up to most inks
including alcohol-based and epoxy types. Result –
long stamp life.

INSPECTION STAMP BORDER DESIGNS
STANDARD DESIGNS
Shown below are our most popular border designs. Substitute “OK”, “INSP” or your company’s initials in place of
“MMD”. Rearrange letters and numbers as needed. All standard designs can be made larger or smaller than these
examples. Even reduced to half size, you can expect sharp impressions. Variations on these standards are no problem either (rectangles, upright ovals, etc.).

SPECIAL DESIGNS
If one of our standard designs does not meet your needs, we can produce a unique design for you. Just submit a
sketch or sample impression for a prompt quotation. A one-time pattern charge may apply. Keep your design simple!
A symbol and number are most important. Overly complex designs make identification more difficult.

SIMPLE ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Submit a sample impression of existing stamp or sketch the design you want.
2. Specify the case size or indicate the size by height of the impression. We’ve found that it’s best if the case size size
is specified; we’ll create the proper impression size that fits. See following page for size examples.
3. Indicate numbering sequence required. Breaks in numbering sequence or random numbering do not effect quantity
pricing as long as the design remains the same.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

PAK-IT CASE & IMPRESSION SIZES

POPULAR INSPECTION STAMP STYLES

MENKE MARKING DEVICES
FOR ALL YOUR INSPECTION STAMP NEEDS

Pre-Inked
(PI Printer)

Self-Inking
(Printy & Cosco 2000)

Steel Inspection Stamps

Self-Inking Pocket Case
(No. SQ-12)

Seal Presses & Seals
For Sealing & Identification

Stone Stamp Pads for Inspectors
Stamp Pad Inks for all Surfaces

